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Abstract
Although transnational police collaboration has become increasingly important to effectively fight those crimes that cross borders, training in the necessary skills to achieve good cross-national collaboration and investigation is currently lacking. Indeed, organising trainings with police trainees from different countries is very expensive, time-consuming, and logistically challenging. Therefore, the European Commission is funding the Horizon2020-project ‘LAW-TRAIN’, in which a virtual training platform is being developed which allows police officers (and judicial authorities) from different countries to train together from their respective locations in the preparation for, and the conduct of, a police interview with a virtual suspect within the context of a transnational investigation. The current contribution will describe the goals and features of this training, the actual training trajectory, and the innovative role of the virtual trainer in achieving a standardized and automated training for police officers all across Europe and beyond.
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Introduction
With the globalization came many benefits, but it also created new opportunities for criminal groups to expand their activities to a transnational level (UNODC, 2012; Vermeulen, 2002; White House, 2011). Although it is of upmost importance that actions are undertaken to effectively combat this type of crimes, the transnational element characterising such crimes makes its investigation, prosecution, and punishment much more complex (UNODC, 2012). To be successful, international police cooperation is crucial, but not easily achieved (Reichel, 2008; UNODC, 2012; Vermeulen, De Bondt & Ryckman, 2012).

Police training in conducting transnational investigations and interviews is challenging. Of course, police officers are usually extensively trained in interviewing within their home country, but these kind of trainings
tend to focus on basic interviewing competencies rather than team collaboration and the investigation of complex international crimes. Arranging such trainings with people from different countries is often very difficult to organise, time consuming, and expensive. Furthermore, effective training requires follow-up training in the field (Cyr et al., 2012; Lamb, 2016; Lamb et al., 2002), which is almost impossible to realise when it concern a cross-national team of trainees. However, with the past and current societal evolutions, training police to fight transnational crime together is imperative.

Therefore, the Horizon2020-project “LAW-TRAIN” aims at developing a virtual training platform that allows police officers (and judicial authorities) from different countries to train together in the preparation for, and the conduct of, a police interview with a virtual suspect within the context of a transnational investigation. More specifically, LAW-TRAIN intends to train a Joint Investigation Team in conducting suspect interviews within the context of a transnational investigation in drug trafficking. In the present contribution, we will focus on the goals of the training platform, the different elements in the training, the training trajectory, and the way in which feedback is provided to trainees.

Goals of the LAW-TRAIN training
Cross-national investigation in the context of Joint Investigation Teams (JITs), and the interviewing of suspects within these investigations, presents a number of specific challenges, such as establishing a good and fluent collaboration among participants from different countries having different languages and (professional) cultures, and identifying a shared strategy and method of interviewing to reach the goals set forth for the interview (Block, 2008; Kapplinghaus, n.d.). Acquiring the necessary skills and accumulating the necessary experience to perform this sort of multi-national investigations and interviews, in a demanding context in terms of the protection of legal rights and admissibility of evidence, is imperative. For these reasons, LAW-TRAIN sets out two major goals in its training. The first goal is to train transnational team collaboration and decision-making skills (including team coordination). The second goal is to train interviewing competencies.

Training transnational team collaboration skills
The difference between transnational and national investigation and interviewing lies in the much more complex collaboration between police officers from different countries. Most police trainings focus predominantly on the actual execution of the police interview itself, but forget about the collaborative preparation that precedes it. Good and effective team collaboration is nevertheless crucial for conducting successful suspect interviews (Vanderhallen, 2007; Vanderhallen, Vervaene & Holmberg, 2011).

The transnational element in a Joint Investigation Team makes effective team collaboration more difficult. These teams often consist of team members with different cultural backgrounds (e.g., different nationalities, languages, organizations, professions, habits), who might have different investigation and interviewing practices or styles, and different legal systems and legal requirements. They often have not met before, and therefore were not yet able to establish mutual trust between each other (Peñarroja et al., 2015; Pinjani & Palvia, 2013). In that sense, transnational Joint Investigation Teams of police and judiciary can be categorized as ‘ad hoc teams’. Whereas traditional teams are characterized by relatively permanent memberships, ongoing and long-term tasks, routinized reporting relationships within the organisation, close proximity of team members, and good acquaintance between team members (Finholt, Sproull & Kiesler, 1990), ad hoc teams are put together for a particular purpose for a particular (short-term) time frame, consist of members who would otherwise not work together and that will dissolve once the task has been completed (Finholt et al., 1990).

Training police interviewing competencies
The interviewing itself does not really differ between transnational or national contexts. Interviews in both contexts should follow the same procedures and safeguard the same rights of the suspect. However, actual interviewing practices and trainings might differ between (and even within) countries (Walsh et al., 2015). It is possible that different techniques are being taught and used, or that similar techniques are applied differently. Therefore, a big advantage of LAW-TRAIN is the ability to train police officers from different countries in the same ‘standardized’ interviewing methodology. Within LAW-TRAIN, the choice was made to train police officers using the PEACE-method. This is a method within investigative interviewing that is embedded within the inquisitorial system, which is the predomi-
tant system in most of continental Europe. The goal of investigative interviewing is not to obtain a confession, but to gather as much truthful information as possible.

It is clear that even experienced police officers can benefit from continuous training in using and applying the correct interviewing method (e.g., Clarke, Milne & Bull, 2011; Walsh & Bull, 2010a; Walsh & Bull, 2010b). Research on actual practices still shows that many police officers do not follow the best practices in investigative interviewing and still treat confessions as their primary goal (Ponsaers, Mulkers & Stoop, 2001; Vanderhallen, 2007; Walsh & Bull, 2010a; Walsh & Bull, 2010b). By creating standardized feedback to train the interviewing competencies of trainees from different countries, based on the PEACE-method, the opportunity will be provided to commence the harmonization of police practices throughout Europe.

**Different elements within the LAW-TRAIN virtual training**

The training within the LAW-TRAIN virtual platform comprises of four different phases. However, before going into detail into these different phases, it is important to first briefly discuss the different elements within the training.

**Actors within the training**

There are four different actors present during the training: the human trainer, the virtual trainer, the trainees, and the virtual suspect. Each of these actors has a distinct role within the training.

The **human trainer** is the person who is responsible for the recruitment of the trainees, the setting up of the training trajectory, and for ensuring the correct procedure during the training trajectory. This will usually be the person who is in charge of national police trainings. Trainees from each country will be under the supervision of their human trainer. Thus, since LAW-TRAIN concerns transnational collaboration, different human trainers will take part in the training. The human trainers will not provide feedback to their trainees during the training trajectory. They will observe the training and will give feedback to their own trainees after the completion of the training.

The **virtual trainer** is a virtual character that will give systematic and standardized feedback to the trainees at certain stages throughout the training trajectory. He will also assist trainees and human trainers when they are having technical difficulties. Although the virtual trainer will be able to intervene during the different phases of the training trajectory, he will predominantly provide feedback in the final stages of the training. His feedback will focus on the assessment of the team collaboration and decision-making and how each individual trainee has performed within the team, and on the interviewing skills of each trainee.

The **trainee** is the person that will be trained with the training platform. The training is aimed at police officers who already have experience with interviewing suspects. Prior experience in transnational investigations is not required, although it is preferred. A further distinction needs to be made between active and observing trainees. Active trainees are those trainees who will actively participate throughout the complete training trajectory. The number of active trainees within one training trajectory will be limited to one or two per human trainer. Observing trainees are those trainees that will only observe the training of the active trainees (although they will also be active in the first phase of the training). Trainees can also learn a lot by observing others (Mayes et al., 2001; Silberman, 2006). They will also help in collecting information concerning the performance of the active trainees by filling out observation forms, allowing for peer feedback to the active trainees. Using these forms also helps the observing trainees to focus on the critical features in the training (Silberman, 2006). There is no limitation to the amount of observing trainees within a training trajectory.

Finally, the **virtual suspect** is the virtual character that will be interviewed by the trainees. There is the option to choose either a male or a female virtual suspect. The virtual suspect will reply to the questions asked by the interviewers. The way he replies to the questions and the information that he will share, will depend on the quality of the questioning.

**Rooms within the training trajectory**

Besides distinguishing between the actors that will take part in the training, it is also necessary to differentiate between the ‘rooms’ that are available. There are three different rooms that need mentioning: the videoconferencing room, the virtual interview room, and the control room.
The videoconferencing room is an important room within the training, since this will be the place where the trainees from different countries will meet virtually and discuss the issues that need to be settled before starting the actual interview with the virtual suspect. A videoconferencing tool has been built within the LAW-TRAIN platform, so trainees can communicate with each other and at the same time enter certain decisions made during this discussion into the system.

The virtual interview room is the room where the active trainees will be able to interview the virtual suspect. The virtual room can be customized by the trainees. The virtual suspect will be seated in this virtual room and the active trainees will be able to question him. The trainees will have to option to include a ‘virtual lawyer’ in the virtual interview room. At the moment, the virtual lawyer will be a static character that will not be able to intervene during the interview.

The last room is the control room. In this room, active trainees who are not interviewing the suspect and observing trainees can watch what happens inside the interview room. Active trainees will be able to chat with each other, observing trainees will not. From the control room, active trainees can easily go to the interview room when it is their turn to interview the suspect.

The LAW-TRAIN training trajectory

The training trajectory consists of four different phases: the individual preparation phase, the joint preparation phase, the actual interview phase, and the debriefing phase. The first two phases relate to the first phase in the PEACE-method, namely ‘Preparation’. These two phases also relate to the first training goal: training transnational collaboration and decision-making skills.

The third phase relates to the ‘EAC’ in PEACE, which are the phases within the actual police interview (i.e., ‘Engage and Explain’, ‘Account, Clarification, and Confrontation’, and ‘Closure’). This phase also relates to the second training goal: training interviewing competencies. Finally, the fourth phase relates to the final phase in PEACE, the ‘Evaluation’.

The individual preparation phase

In the first phase, each individual trainee will be able to thoroughly study and understand the case, before starting the preparation for the interview. All trainees (both active and observing) get access to the case file on the platform. This case file contains police information about the suspect and his activities in a possible drug trafficking organization. They can read the documentation, make notes, assign labels to the information (e.g., evidence, relevance), and save important pieces of information in their personal library. Not every trainee will have access to the same information in the case file. Some of the information will only be accessible to trainees from a particular country, as some of the evidence has been collected nationally, prior to the formation of the JIT. This way, sharing of information in subsequent phases is stimulated.

One trainee will be assigned as ‘team coordinator’. This trainee is responsible for coordinating the next phase in the training, the joint preparation phase. During the individual preparation phase, the team coordinator will therefore have the additional task to prepare the agenda for the joint meeting (in the joint preparation phase). This agenda contains some fixed agenda points: introduction of team members, discussion of the case and exchange of information, determining the goals of the interview, evaluation of legal procedures and the admissibility of evidence, and preparation of the interview. The team coordinator will also be able to add additional agenda points. It is advised that the team coordinator already prepares some of the agenda points, for example by investigating the legal procedures that have to be followed.

The joint preparation phase

Once all trainees have completed their individual preparation, they move to the joint preparation. Here, they will all enter into a videoconference meeting, which is embedded into the LAW-TRAIN platform. All the trainees can enter the videoconference, but only the active trainees will be able to communicate with each other. During the videoconference, all the team members will be able to view the agenda prepared by the team coordinator. The team coordinator will lead the meeting and make sure that each agenda point is dealt with. For each agenda point, the team coordinator will have to insert some decisions made by the team into the system. Each of these decisions needs to be confirmed by all the active team members before it is officially logged into the system. This is a safeguard to guarantee that all the team members agree with the decisions entered. The virtual trainer will provide immediate feedback to these decisions (cfr. infra).
The actual interview phase
Once the team is prepared, they move on to the actual interview phase. During this phase, trainees will interview a virtual suspect in the interview room. Only one or two active trainees at a time can interview the suspect. The rest of the trainees (the other active trainees and all the observing trainees) will follow the interview from the control room. The active trainees in the control room will be able to communicate with each other via chat. Observing trainees will not be able to participate in the conversations. During the interview, the system will log several elements that will allow the virtual trainer to assess the quality of the interview and to provide feedback afterwards (cfr. infra).

The debriefing phase
When the actual interview phase has finished, the active trainees will be forwarded to the debriefing phase. In this phase, the virtual trainer will provide descriptive information, accompanied with feedback, on both the individual performance of the trainee during the preparation phases and the interview phase and on the team performance during the joint preparation and the interview. All the active trainees will be able to see the same team performance feedback, but will only be able to view their own individual feedback (not the individual feedback of other trainees).

Innovations of LAW-TRAIN

Focus on training team collaboration in a transnational context
LAW-TRAIN offers the opportunity to train police investigators in interviewing in a transnational context. In such a transnational context, the interview itself does not differ a lot from interviewing in a national context. The difference lies more within the more complex collaboration between team members from varying nationalities, with different habits and interview practices, and without a previously established trust between team members. Such collaborations are thus not straight-forward, yet no training program exists to prepare police investigators for these kinds of collaboration. LAW-TRAIN advances in the current state of art in police training by developing an additional, yet important, phase in the training trajectory that is specifically focused on the training of transnational collaboration (i.e., joint preparation phase). Including this phase in the training not only allows for police investigators to practice this type of collaboration, but also for further research to learn more about ad hoc virtual transnational police teams, how they function, and which elements can differentiate between effective and less effective team collaboration.

Ability to provide standardised and automated feedback
Interviewing practices trained in different countries can vary, even if they are based on the same fundamental principles. If a transnational team is being trained in interviewing, it is thus important that everybody receives the same feedback, and that trainees are not confused by differing or even contradicting feedback from different trainers during the training. Thus, LAW-TRAIN proved to be the ideal ground to explore the opportunities that arise from having a virtual training system. It allows to install, test, and validate standardized quantitative parameters that are able to predict positive interview performance.

Most of the current assessments of interviewing quality are based on self-reports, peer-evaluations or observation schemes. These assessments are thus all of a subjective nature and can differ depending on the person who does the assessment. It not only impedes standardization of practices and training across countries, but even within countries. Given the fact that LAW-TRAIN offers a virtual interview training platform, every action of the trainee can be extracted by the system. The system can as such 'log' all the activity of all the trainees during the training. Since there is little to no literature on how to quantify interview performance, possible parameters that might provide useful information on the quality of the interview were selected based on existing observation schemes and literature on the best practices in investigative interviewing and the PEACE-method. The system is then programmed as such that it collects the relevant information to provide results for these parameters. This allows for immediate presentation of performance parameters to the trainees. Since there are no norms and standards already available for these parameters, the feedback given to the trainees based on these parameters is mostly descriptive. However, LAW-TRAIN provides the innovative opportunity to systematically collect data through the continuous use of the LAW-TRAIN training system to further assess if, and to what degree, each of these parameters is truly able to differentiate between good and not-so-good performances, and to develop norms and standards for the quantitative parameters that have proven to be predictive for performance.
In what follows, we will further elaborate on the way information on the performance of the trainees is extracted by the system and is presented to the trainees by the virtual trainer.

The Virtual Trainer of LAW-TRAIN

To ensure that the training of all trainees in LAW-TRAIN follows the same methodology – and as such receive a uniform, standardized training – a Virtual Trainer (VT) was developed. The VT is a central part of LAW-TRAIN and, as an Intelligent Pedagogical Agent, aims at improving the training by providing suggestions as well as details on the given feedback (Soliman & Guetl, 2010).

The Virtual Trainer is built over the classical architecture of an Intelligent Tutoring System (ITS), which are computer systems with intelligence aimed at providing tutoring and training of a specific topic, usually without the intervention of a human tutor (Freedman, Ali & McRoy, 2000). In the context of serious games, researchers found that in ITS it is important to trace the user’s activities and necessary to measure performance based on learning goals instead of the game completion (Baalsrud et al., 2014; Serrano-Laguna et al., 2014; Shoukry, Göbel & Steinmetz, 2014). Taking these findings into account, we designed the Virtual Trainer to monitor all the trainees’ actions by logging their interactions with all the actors of the training in the platform. The VT then provides live feedback to the trainee as soon as the actions are registered or a detailed debriefing report at the end, grouped according to the two training goals.

To provide feedback both on the team collaboration skills and the interviewing competencies, the Virtual Trainer must log and analyze the training session from an individual trainee’s point of view and from a team perspective. The need of the VT’s supervision on these two levels is emphasized by previous work that shows the effectiveness of ITS in improving individual learning (Tchounikine, Rummel & McLaren, 2010), and its potential for collaborative learning has also been highlighted (Walker, Rummel & Koedinger, 2009).

The role of the Virtual Trainer

The Virtual Trainer is one of LAW-TRAIN’s actors. It is a virtual entity that “exists” on the platform and is continuously supervising all the trainees’ actions based on their interactions on the platform. The feedback and explanations given are personalized for each trainee. This customization allows for different levels of guidance that can be adjusted to the expertise of each police officer. However, despite adapting its feedback to the user, the introduction of the Virtual Trainer in LAW-TRAIN creates an opportunity to provide standardized feedback to all trainees across multiple countries and police agencies.

The goal of the Virtual Trainer is not to grade or judge the trainees’ performance. Its role in the platform is mainly to assist the trainees during the training trajectory and to give feedback about their performance in order to support the review process between trainee and human trainer afterwards. During the training itself, the VT identifies mistakes that might compromise or even nullify the entire information gathering process and allows the trainee to immediately fix these mistakes. In the debriefing phase, the VT helps inspect the training session and highlights relevant areas of the session to increase the efficiency of the review process.

Endowing the Virtual Trainer with these intelligent capabilities creates an autonomous agent that tutors a trainee in a long and complex training trajectory, a task that is not easily done by a Human Trainer. But the addition of this virtual entity doesn’t mean the human trainer is removed from the process. In the review process of the training session, the role of the VT is to create an environment that not only helps the self-evaluation of the trainee but also promotes the joint inspection and discussion of the training with the Human Trainer, therefore combining the VT’s capabilities with the expertise of a police officer.

In conclusion, the Virtual Trainer’s role is to supervise the performance of each trainee, identify critical mistakes when necessary and provide the tools to analyze the training session, adapting the feedback to each platform’s user.

Interventions

The Virtual Trainer needs to adapt its feedback throughout the training sessions. Therefore, three distinct types of interventions are defined, based on the different phases of the training session and the type of feedback: Active Intervention, Debriefing Reports, and Interface Help.
The first type of intervention, *Active Intervention*, is associated with the reactive feedback of the Virtual Trainer. During the training session, the VT identifies errors or mistakes caused by the trainee’s actions and displays either a critical error or a warning message. The first message type, critical error, is used when the trainee’s action will render the information gathered in the interview inadmissible in court, by for example not presenting the suspect’s rights before asking investigative questions. The second message type, warnings, is used when the trainee’s actions might lead to critical errors in the future. To process the trainee’s actions and generate the proper feedback, the Virtual Trainer uses a rule-based approach. The rules used are inspired by the best practices according to the PEACE-method and they are tested every time the trainee performs a new action in the platform. For instance, when a trainee asks an aggressive question to the interviewee, the Virtual Trainer presents a warning. To do so, the VT handles the question and verifies that the aggressive questions rule is triggered. Then, the VT generates a warning that is displayed to the trainee. Upon asking multiple aggressive questions, the same rule is triggered, but the VT intensifies its intervention by displaying a critical error due to the persistent aggressive stance of the interviewer.

The second type of intervention is the *Debriefing Reports*. As the name states, they are presented in the last stage of the training trajectory. In LAW-TRAIN’s platform, the trainee and human trainer have several tools and charts to help them review their performance. However, inspecting the whole training session might be a complex procedure. The VT intervenes in the Debriefing Reports by highlighting the trainee’s actions that might be relevant to review more closely (with the human trainer). The Debriefing Reports are grouped by Training Phase and they allow the inspection of the training from different perspectives, such as the interviewing style, the topic coverage or compliance to the PEACE method. By identifying these areas worth reviewing, the VT can facilitate systematic inspection of all the actions performed by the trainee and is able to suggest ‘working points’ that might require further inspection. To identify these areas, the Virtual Trainer relies on a set of patterns that are often associated with questionable practices. For instance, in the PEACE method, it is advised not to change topics too quickly during the first phases of the interview. By using a graph to display the question topic distribution during the interview, the VT looks for sequences of questions with multiple topics associated and highlights them for review.

The last intervention is the *Interface Help*. This type of intervention provides further information about the methodology that is trained. The Virtual Trainer focuses on exploring the theoretical background underlying each chart in the Debriefing Reports and how it should be used. This authored help is integrated into the platform and can be consulted at any moment without leaving LAW-TRAIN, creating a seamless flow of interaction, therefore improving the learning trajectory of the trainees.

**Conclusion**

Although the LAW-TRAIN virtual training tool will need further development to become a marketable product, its advantages are already clear. From the perspective of the police, this training tool will allow for continuous training in transnational collaboration and interviewing, an area in which training opportunities are currently scarce. The ease with which international training groups can be formed and the much lower cost and logistics it will require to train these teams, will improve future transnational collaboration in order to more effectively fight transnational crime. From the perspective of the European Union, LAW-TRAIN can facilitate the standardized training of interviewing practices across borders, which will help the European Union move towards a European Security Model. From a research perspective, collecting data through the LAW-TRAIN platform can reshape our knowledge and expertise on team collaboration and police interviewing tremendously. Being able to collect and automatically analyse multiple interviews will provide an abundance of information on interviewing practices (and how they differ between countries) and will allow us to analyse the descriptive information to determine more quantitative norms and standards to assess interview quality. Furthermore, LAW-TRAIN also provides the opportunity to learn more about effective team collaboration, communication and decision-making within the context of law enforcement. Research in that field has until now been scarce, yet good team collaboration is crucial to be well prepared to conduct a police interview, and a good preparation has proven to be an important predictor for a good interview. In sum, the more data that will be collected with LAW-TRAIN, the more researchers will be able to advance in the field of police collaboration and police interviewing.
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